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This whitepaper was written for you, the retail leader, continuously in
search of huge opportunities in the marketplace. The rapid evolution
of retail is creating a world where wins don’t just happen in a single
channel – they happen holistically for the brand in relationship with
the customer. This is a new moment in history — one in which we can
create from a clean slate, with a new set of tools. This whitepaper will
give you a fresh sense of what retail — and commerce in general —
mean in this post-pandemic, post-digitally connected world.
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RETAIL
ISN’T DEAD,
IT’S JUST
DIFFERENT.

The idea of retail and commerce is quickly
evolving, not just in the channels and the way
customers make a purchase, but in terms of
what a purchase is and how it comes to be. The
nuance of a purchase is evolving from an
advertising message driving an in-store or
ecommerce transaction to a ubiquitous and
immersive experience of mixed realities and
increasingly intimate brand-customer
relationships.
The way we see it, commerce is being
deconstructed and suffused into everything.
Expression and transaction, physical and digital
experience, people and technology are all
converging. The implications of all of this
accelerating change are profound — and yet
the way to navigate it successfully, to keep
your brand and business growing and thriving,
turns out to be straightforward.
Our intention with this whitepaper is to help
clarify the context of the Near Future, in order
to enable powerfully effective action to realize
its promise. The coming decade is widely
expected to bring both massive change and
unprecedented opportunities across all
domains of human activity. We’re thrilled to
work with our clients to help realize this
potential together.
Throughout this whitepaper, we’ll uncover a few
areas of insight and action.

REAL CURRENT STATE

Well before the pandemic, the world has been
transforming rapidly over the past decade. We
have reached an inflection point – where
technology is profoundly transforming
consumer behavior. We’ll show you what is
really happening.

NEAR FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES

In the context of the pandemic, brands are
struggling to define the future of their business
and create retail models that work. We’ll show
you where to lean in.

HOW YOU CAN GET STARTED

Insight is one thing. Action, on the other hand,
is where transformation truly happens. We’ll
illustrate an orchestrated action plan to get
you started on your retail transformation
journey.

WHO’S DOING IT RIGHT

We’ve always found inspiration from
connecting the dots of who’s doing it right.
We’ll showcase some case studies and client
work as illustration — and end with a shared
vision as the foundation for the coming
decade.
Let’s create the future of retail together.
Sincerely,
Paul & Neil

T A B L E

O F

C O N T E N T S

THE LESSONS OF
YESTERDAY ARE
CRITICAL FOR THE
OPPORTUNITIES
OF TOMORROW.

/ Executive Summary

ACT TODAY.

/ Case Studies

/ The Great Expansion
/ A Transforming Landscape
/ What’s Next

E X E C U T I V E

S U M M A R Y

WELCOME TO THE
TRANSFORMATION
OF RETAIL.
Looking back over the past decade, we have seen a tremendous amount of change in retail and in commerce
broadly.
We’ve seen the smartphone go from early-adopter to ubiquitous, social media become a context for transaction
as well as expression, and shifts in customer behavior and expectation that have upended business models across
the industry.
And as the 2020s unfold, the emergence of immersive commerce, app-centric physical stores and an acceleration
towards zero-click algorithmic fulfillment point to even greater transformation.
Over the coming decade, we’ll see these technologies and behaviors evolving together, creating new experiences
that erode channels and silos, even the impact of space and time.
With the acceleration of these trends over the last year, we are standing at the nexus of the past and the future.
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COMMERCE IS BEING
DECONSTRUCTED AND SUFFUSED
INTO EVERYTHING. EXPRESSION
AND TRANSACTION, PHYSICAL
AND DIGITAL EXPERIENCE,
PEOPLE AND TECHNOLOGY ARE
ALL CONVERGING.
- NEIL REDDING
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1

THE GREAT
EXPANSION

KEY TRENDS AND INSIGHTS THAT ARE DEFINING AND
DEVELOPING OUR CURRENT REALITY.

T H E

G R E A T

E X P A N S I O N :

S E C T I O N

CHANGE IS
INEVITABLE.
THE ACCELERATION
OF CHANGE IS
TRANSFORMATIVE.

It’s no secret that retail has changed forever. No, it’s not solely
because of the COVID pandemic, rather an accelerated
transformation that has been brewing for over a decade. The cycle
of technology advancements > consumer behavior change >
business model evolution has been shortening since the advent of
Web 2.0 and mobile connectivity of the late 2000’s. The behaviors
displayed by consumers today are a far cry from what we
witnessed only five years ago, and the pace of change is
increasing rapidly. Enter COVID-19 and this accelerated evolution is
suddenly impacting everything — shuttering storefronts and rattling
boardrooms around the world.

G U I D E

EXPLOSION OF
TECHNOLOGY

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
& EXPECTATIONS

NO MORE MOMENTS
OF TRUTH

COVID: DIGITAL
ACCELERATION

We’ll explore the advancements,
permeation and interconnectedness of
technologies that are creating the new
landscape.

Consumers are in a continuous
shopping process eliminating the idea
of a moment of truth. We’ll explore what
this means for retailers and brands.

As one experience raises the bar for
another, we’ll dive into the experiences
that are shifting consumer behavior and
setting their expectations.

The COVID-19 Pandemic has shifted the
dynamics of retail in one fell swoop.
We’ll uncover what has happened and
what this means for you.

The environment in which we have to sell our products and services
didn’t just splinter, it exploded – creating a world where we need
to meet our customers where they are — in both space and time —
and ‘always on’ is the reality.
WHAT'S NEXT: RETAIL |
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T H E

G R E A T

E X P A N S I O N :

E X P L O S I O N

O F

T E C H N O L O G Y

THE OPPORTUNITY IN
RETAIL ISN’T A SINGLE
TECHNOLOGY. RATHER
A COLLECTION OF
TECHNOLOGIES THAT
ENABLE A CUSTOMER’S
EXPERIENCE.

These days, it seems that every action in the
physical world has a response in the digital
world. Our voice is responded to by a simple
statement. Our devices are never far away,
packed with ever-expanding processing power
that allows us to do more with less. These
devices don’t just have minds of their own —
they are part of a universal, collective
intelligence that spans devices, locations,
moments, and memories. We live in the digital
world — while also always living in the physical
world. Our reality has become more mixed,
bridging the gap between what is and what
could be. All of these coming together through
the expansive bandwidth that is powering our
internet and mobile connections with 5G and
gigabit speeds.
The explosion of technology has given us new
tools to craft our brand experiences. This is a
moment where technology is driving consumer
behavior; where consumer adoption is
providing insight into technological
advancements. In this section we’ll break down
some of these technologies in more detail to
illustrate how they are transforming the world of
retail.
The three primary areas of technological
transformation for retail are Intelligence, Mixed
Realities and Connectivity.
INTELLIGENCE: DATA, ML, AI + ROBOTS
MIXED REALITIES: VR, AR AND BEYOND
CONNECTIVITY: IOT, DEVICES, QR CODES
WHAT'S NEXT: RETAIL |
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T H E

G R E A T

E X P A N S I O N :

INTELLIGENCE: DATA, ML, AI + ROBOTS
Everything that can be measured, will be. The
era of Big Data, data warehousing, and
periodic report generation has prepared us for
the emergence of real-time data-driven
systems, ones that can modify their behavior
continuously in responsive relationship with the
things that are measured. It makes more sense
to think of these as ecosystems of participants
— people, spaces, and things all
interconnected, like natural ecosystems, webs
of digital-physical life.
Increasingly physical things in the world are
generating behavioral data, just as human use
of software has generated the vast majority of
data collected historically. As the cost of
manufacturing and embedding sensors
approaches zero, this decade will see us
develop the assumption that we can measure
any physical phenomenon in the world — and
this has profound implications for the systems
and solutions we can build.
Put simply, Machine Learning (ML) is the
subdomain of AI that focuses on detecting
patterns in vast quantities of data, then
developing useful inferences and conclusions. It
is ML that is broadly responsible for
algorithmically personalized experiences and
content — from product recommendations on
Amazon, to content on Netflix and Spotify, to
Alexa, Siri and Google Assistant learning the
rhythms of our days and what we want to do,

E X P L O S I O N

O F

T E C H N O L O G Y

when. It’s also ML that makes facial recognition
a solved problem from a technology
perspective, although we still have work to do
to ensure the data that feeds the ML models
represents humanity in all its diversity, thereby
treating people fairly across skin colors and
other physical differences.
Just as physical things can generate data,
increasingly data and algorithms can generate
physical outcomes in the world. Mechanical
robotics is advancing very rapidly now,
enabling everything from pick-and-pack
operations in warehouses to creature-like
walking over complex terrain and autonomous
delivery and equipment inspection drones. And
of course, self-driving cars are themselves
robots — perhaps the most accessible example
of one that will gradually take over a daily task
that we’ve all grown up with, that of driving a
car.
AI/ML models and algorithms enable all of
these capabilities as well. Even the digital
activities that make up everyday business
processes are being automated by software
robots, in a trend known as RPA or Robotic
Process Automation. The bottom line is that
intelligence is showing up everywhere, and
every single thing will soon actively participate
in creating the world of outcomes we are
collectively striving for.

IT IS ML THAT IS
BROADLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR
ALGORITHMICALLY
PERSONALIZED
EXPERIENCES AND
CONTENT.

20%

80%

80% OF RETAIL
EXECUTIVES

expect their companies to
adopt AI technology
between 2020 - 2027
- IBM
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T H E

G R E A T

E X P A N S I O N :

MIXED REALITIES: VR, AR AND BEYOND
While the usage and relevance of VR and AR
have been growing steadily for the past 5 years
or so, the constraints of 2020 have resulted in
significant acceleration. Since we haven’t had
the freedom to be with the people, spaces and
things we love whenever we want, our resulting
collective longing for co-presence has been
redirected into digital realms.
As professionals we spend our workdays on
Zoom, Teams and other video conferencing
platforms — experiencing a baseline copresence that we’ve discovered is dissatisfying
in many ways, and often exhausting rather than
energizing. Meanwhile, platforms like Spatial,
Arthur and others are rapidly mainstreaming
the experience of immersive 3D co-presence
using VR and AR headsets — solving for the
small group whiteboard work session, one of
the most valuable workplace use cases we’ve
been missing over the past year.
Many employers have reconfigured
expectations around physical distance. And in
the Near Future, we will see the end of distance
as a determining factor for a large percentage
of human activity. In addition to virtual copresence for professional work and everyday
content and media consumption from wherever
we are, immersive technologies are rapidly
enabling us to project ourselves into remote
spaces — as well as bring remote objects into
our physical environments.

E X P L O S I O N

O F

T E C H N O L O G Y

Retail brands are translating the in-store
experience into digital spaces that people can
visit with friends, shop and explore products,
interact with store associates and checkout as
usual. Platforms like Obsess and Bitreel are
blending brand expression, experiential retail,
and digital game mechanics to create stores
that are available via any mobile device, on the
web, from anywhere in the world. And these
companies and many others make it
increasingly easy to pull 3D photoreal products
into our own spaces — to browse furniture in our
living rooms, preview housewares in the context
of our interior design, trial professional
equipment in the workplace, and even try out
beauty products and apparel, all via mobile AR.
As we’ll see in the next section, our mixed
realities will incorporate the physical store
environment as well.

BY THE NUMBERS

PERMEATION OF VR

VR will be the fastest-growing media segment
for the next five years.
- PwC

77.3% YoY GROWTH

AR and VR are already making an entry into the
digital workplace. The Global Mixed Reality
Market size is expected to reach $2.8 billion by
2023, rising at a market growth of 77.3% until 2023.
-KBV Research

61% of US ADULTS

have said that Augmented Reality has
influenced where they shop.
- Goldman Sachs

53.1% CAGR FROM
2020-2025

The AR/VR market will see the shipment of 5.12
million units in 2020, rising to 43.2 million in 2025.
- TrendForce
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T H E
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E X P A N S I O N :

CONNECTIVITY: IOT, DEVICES, QR CODES
It’s useful to think of Intelligence and Mixed
Realities as human-level manifestations of the
underlying digital-physical convergence. If
everything that can be measured will be
measured, the how of this lies with IoT
broadly — essentially bringing physical objects
online. There are already far more sensors
embedded in things on the planet than there
are people — and increasingly these things are
able to actively participate in the dynamic
digital ecosystem thanks to internet
connectivity and advanced computation both
at the edge (on the device) and in the cloud.
While there's a lot of hype around 5G, the
important thing to know is that it will make all of
these shifts reliably available across the
moments of our lives. In the first half of this
decade, access to data, content, media and
computational power will become
unconstrained by location, distance and even
the particular device we're using in each
moment. Just as with the smartphone, we can't
yet see the myriad of ways the ubiquitous highspeed connectivity of everything will change
our lives — and yet we can be confident the
shifts will be profound.
QR codes function as an early foray into
connecting human intention with internetenabled functionality. Nearly any smartphone
user unfamiliar with their use in January 2020 is
now facile with them, thanks to COVID’s

E X P L O S I O N

O F

T E C H N O L O G Y

acceleration of contactless access to digital
content of all kinds — from restaurant menus to
public transit information to event registration
and schedules, to name a few everyday use
cases. Many of us also use NFC frequently — to
swipe our phones at POS terminals, enter the
subway, and even access information in public
spaces. And by the middle of the decade new,
more precise location-sensing technologies will
start to augment GPS to enable the next wave
of digital-physical capabilities, integrating
physical context seamlessly into the holistic
experience that our smartphones, AR glasses
and other wearable devices continuously
enable.

BY THE NUMBERS

3:1

By 2023, there will be 3.6 connected devices per
capita globally for a total of 23.9 billion
connected devices.
- Cisco

The Amazon Go store already uses ubiquitous
sensors and cameras to enable a “just walk
out” experience that removes checkout entirely.
Nike and other leading brands are merging the
app-centric commerce experience with what
happens in their physical stores. And these are
just the tip of the 2020s iceberg.
As we look to the coming decade, we think of
“connectivity” as the increasing
democratization of internet access — beyond
things we consider computers and digital
devices, to include everyday physical objects,
spaces and human contexts. Moreover, billions
more of us will participate in this connectivity
for the first time — and the resulting shifts at the
scale of humanity will be as profound and
surprising as those produced by the first 20
years of the internet.

30%
70%

70% OF GLOBAL
POPULATION
will have mobile
connectivity by 2023.
- Cisco
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C O N S U M E R

B E H A V I O R

&

IT’S NOT JUST A DIRECT
COMPETITION WORLD
ANYMORE. WE’RE
COMPETING AGAINST A
SET OF EXPERIENCES
FROM INDUSTRY TO
INDUSTRY; PERSON TO
PERSON.

E X P E C T A T I O N S

In their 1999 book The Experience Economy, B.
Joseph Pine II and James H. Gilmore illustrate
what was then the nascent transformation of
industry focus from products and services to
"experiences." They attribute this shift to the
ongoing rise of consumer expectations resulting
from the commodification of products and
services, which become so after everyday
exposure, engagement and consumption.
Using Starbucks as the poster child of the
Experience Economy, the authors communicate
the symbiotic value exchange between brand
and consumer when experiences are offered –
consumers paying a premium on coffee in
exchange for a new coffee drinking experience.
Now, fast-forward 20+ years and add on the
technological advances outlined above of
mobile, data and social media. We are living in
an always-on, constantly connected, and
personalized experience economy – and these
have all contributed to the rise in value
expectations consumers have from the brands
they do business with.
This rise in consumer expectations has been
accelerating as consumers engage with new
value propositions and offerings.

WHAT'S NEXT: RETAIL |
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These expectations are now being established
at the 2nd or 3rd level - meaning the
experience a consumer has in one industry
directly affects the expectations they have in
another. For example, the ease of accessing an
Uber informs the experience expectation we
have for our dry cleaner. These expectations
are forcing brands and businesses to create
and deliver offerings beyond product and
service – adding the dimension
beyond experience. We now expect
contextually relevant and accessible solutions
for our momentary needs and desires — just as
Uber can fulfill on a Google Maps A-to-B
directions request, and Instagram advertisers
can interject a solution to our demonstrated
interest in jeans or mocktails or toothpaste, so
do we expect brands to be available to solve
for whatever we want and need at every
moment, at every location. To win in the Near
Future, brands need to focus intently on the
moments of their target customers' lives, to
uncover and deliver these contextual
"solutions".

C O N S U M E R

B E H A V I O R

&

E X P E C T A T I O N S

In another PwC study, 1 in 3 customers will leave
a brand they love after just one bad
experience, while 92% would completely
abandon a company after two or three
negative interactions.
What's clear is that retail brands need to
continually create new and engaging
experiences and solutions — and they need to
do this consistently and effectively if they want
to maintain strong relationships with their
customers, as well as attract new ones.

CMOS TAKE NOTE:

Our research revealed
that 65% of U.S.
Consumers find a positive
brand experience to be
more influential than
great advertising.
- PwC

This evolution towards a holistically consistent
experience in the retail space has also shifted
how consumers perceive brands and what they
value most in relationship to brands. According
to PwC, 65% of US consumers find a positive
brand experience to be more influential than
advertising.

WHAT'S NEXT: RETAIL |
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FUNDAMENTALLY, CUSTOMERS
DO NOT WANT CHOICE; THEY
JUST WANT EXACTLY WHAT THEY
WANT.
- B. JOSEPH PINE II, THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY
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N O

M O R E

M O M E N T S

O F

T R U T H

IN TODAY’S RETAIL WORLD, THERE
ARE NO MORE MOMENTS OF TRUTH.
WE ARE ALWAYS SHOPPING NOW.
In 2005 A.G. Lafley, then CEO & President of
Proctor & Gamble, published his
groundbreaking “Moments of Truth” framework.
In a nutshell, Mr. Lafley believed that once a
consumer had a stimulus to purchase, they
were driven to two key moments of truth – at
the shelf or first interaction with the product;
and at the purchase or experience of the
product.
Google, in 2011, then introduced its ZMOT (Zero
Moment of Truth) Methodology that asserted
that the real moment of decision for a
consumer is the pre-research before any action
is taken toward a purchase.
In retrospect, we see these as important
stepping stones to the retail world we find
ourselves in today.
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From a theoretical standpoint, the moments of
truth make a lot of sense – there seems to be a
logical, linear path towards a decision. It has
become a foundation in how we approach
marketing, our experience channels, and points
of purchase. However, as we’ve seen with the
explosion of technology and the transformation
of consumer behavior, we are in a completely
different world than we were in 2011, not to
mention 2005. We are witnessing non-linear
and truly dynamic consumer behavior as it
relates to purchase. And the driving force to all
this is that we are never not shopping. As
consumers, we always have the power and the
access to consume, on our terms. We are
embedded in an ecosystem of commerce. All
the experiences, notifications, messages,
product usage, frustrations, and moments of joy
create a web of impulse, insight, and action –
simply by reaching into our pocket or talking to
Alexa.
This has created a new structure and
framework for retail. We’ve moved well beyond
a brick and mortar + ecommerce world into
something more ethereal where our individual
behaviors provide the connective tissue to a
personalized path to purchase.

N O

M O R E

M O M E N T S

O F

T R U T H

Going back to the Uber example earlier, having
the ability to integrate a component into
Google Maps gives Uber the ability to transact
at the exact moment of directions research to
get from point A – B. This atomized transaction
is finding its way through the algorithms of our
lives reducing decisions and even offering
solutions before any thought. Zero-click
ordering — the algorithmic fulfillment of need
and desire without us taking any action at all —
is upon us.
Retailers have to look at their brand, products
and services as atomized components of the
broader lives of their customers. Providing preimpulse, passive and active value within their
customer’s lives – becoming their individual
default for a decision.

THIS YEAR, TIME
SPENT ON MOBILE
DEVICES IS
ESTIMATED TO
SURPASS TIME
SPENT WATCHING
TELEVISION

- EMARKETER

Shopping, itself, is rapidly being atomized into
its components and suffused into every
moment of our lives. These components can
show up prior to the impulse and become
almost utilitarian in nature – giving customers a
solution to transact simultaneously to impulse.
WHAT'S NEXT: RETAIL |
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N O

M O R E

M O M E N T S

O F

T R U T H

MOVING FROM A BRICKAND-MORTAR MODEL TO
A CLICK MODEL

Digital technologies hold great
promise for improving the
presentation of store
merchandise. Apparel retailers, for
instance, can drive customer
excitement by using 3D scanning
technologies to create virtual
fitting rooms that allow shoppers
to see what specific items might
look like on them.
- MCKINSEY
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C O V I D :

D I G I T A L

A C C E L E R A T I O N

SURE, COVID
ACCELERATED THE
ADOPTION OF SOME
TECHNOLOGIES BUT
THE REAL LESSON IN
RETAIL IS THE DELICATE
BALANCE BETWEEN
PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL.

Now to the elephant in the room, the COVID-19
Pandemic. We’d be remiss if we didn’t talk
about the evolutionary shift that has taken the
world by surprise. The abruptness and
expansiveness of the pandemic have changed
our lives as professionals, consumers, and
people. Remote working took center stage.
Varying levels of mitigation reduced foot traffic
to physical locations. Mass gatherings became
nearly obsolete. All in what seemed like an
instant. But, as humans, we adapt and change.
For better or worse, we found our way around
these complications to new avenues to survive,
thrive, and expand.
The fact is we’ve been forced to be more
connected to the outside world than ever
through digital and technology, while at the
same time being more isolated than ever
before. But that doesn’t change the natural
drumming of life. Our needs, wants and desires
didn’t stop. So, some companies got creative –
building experiences and businesses that not
only capitalized on the need of the moment but
fixed a lot of what was broken in the world prepandemic. NYU Professor and author Scott
Galloway has called COVID-19 the great
accelerant – bringing trends that were already
well underway to mass scale, transforming
businesses and industries nearly overnight.
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To put this in context for retail, in one McKinsey
study, they found that ecommerce experienced
10 years of growth in just the first three months
of the pandemic. Advantage accrued mostly to
companies that were already primed and
ready for ecommerce as a driver for their retail
success (looking at you Amazon). However,
McKinsey also found that 75% of US consumers
have tried different stores, websites, or brands
during the COVID-19 crisis with 60% of these
consumers expecting to integrate the new
brands and stores into their post-COVID-19
lives.
Taking this further, a number of companies like
Obsess and Bitreel have leveraged our longing
to be in the spaces and stores we love and are
channeling this longing into immersive
showroom experiences that allow us to feel a
sense of presence in these stores, across any
distance. Immersive commerce is still in its early
stages, although photoreal 3D product
browsing via mobile AR is quickly becoming
mainstream. In general, we can expect that
distance between people, spaces and things
will approach irrelevance as these trends
mature over the coming decade.
In the realm of the physical store, we expect to
see contactless, app-enabled approaches to
gain further ground. From selecting items to
inspect or try on, to interacting with a store
associate, to the checkout process — all of

C O V I D :

D I G I T A L

A C C E L E R A T I O N

these shopping experiences are becoming
personalized and digitally led by the customer.
And as AR becomes more familiar and
everyday, it will start to enable digital layers
and 3D objects into the physical environment of
the store —fulfilling the longstanding retailer
vision of the “endless aisle.”

COVID LEARNINGS

20%

80%

ECOMMERCE
PENETRATION
GREW 10 YEARS
IN JUST 90 DAYS.
- MCKINSEY

80% WILL BE
CONTACTLESS

By 2024, 80% of ordering
or replenishment for
organizations will be
contactless.
- Gartner

HIBERNATE & SPEND

40% of the segment - mostly aged 18-44 –say they
are shopping less frequently. And while 42% say the
products they buy have changed significantly, 46%
of them say brands are now more important to them.
- Ernst & Young

75%

of US consumers have tried
different stores, websites, or
brands during the COVID-19
crisis – with 60% expecting
to integrate these new
brands into their postCOVID lives.
- McKinsey
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R E C A P

WHERE ARE WE, REALLY?

We are at a moment that we’ve never experienced before. An
opportunity for a fresh starting point for retail and brand leaders
to craft their vision for the Near Future. The slate has been cleared
and the tools have reached maturity.
In this moment, we can learn from what has been — while we truly
dream of what can and should be.

EXPLOSION OF
TECHNOLOGY

CONSUMER BEHAVIOR &
EXPECTATIONS

NO MORE MOMENTS
OF TRUTH

COVID: DIGITAL
ACCELERATION

Not only have emerging technologies reached a
level of maturity that can achieve scale, but the
interconnectivity and interoperability create
mountains of possibility for retailers.

Living in an always on world has created
struggle for marketers over the years. Now
consumers are in an always on shopping
mindset with no more moments of truth. The fact
is retailers must be ready with an orchestrated
experience to capture these opportunities.

The market dynamics have transitioned power
to the consumer. Their behavior and
expectations dictate the experiences retailers
must provide. It’s an evolution of experience that
will become crucial for brand and retail success.

COVID has transformed a lot about the world in
which we live. Not only has it accelerated the
adoption of technology, but it has created a
level of pent-up demand that is ready to
manifest. The experience will become an
embrace much needed by customers.
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THE HOLISTIC BRAND ECOSYSTEM
What’s most exciting about the current
moment in retail is that we have the
opportunity to align it more closely than ever
before with what we care about most — and
with the rhythms of our customer’s daily lives.
Instead of having to meet retailers where they
are — traveling to the store, searching shelves,
standing in line to pay — new technologies and
interaction approaches make it possible for
retailers to meet customers where they are,
anytime and anywhere.
And further, the weaving together of diverse
digital and physical touchpoints into holistic
intelligent ecosystems, with the customer truly
at the center of it all. This creates the
unprecedented opportunity to learn what
matters to each customer — and over time,
develop a partnership in which the brand is
essential in the moment-to-moment fulfillment
of needs and desires.
We believe that winning retail brands will all
apply this holistic brand ecosystem model in
the Near Future.
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OPPORTUNITY
LIES WITH THE
ABILITY TO
START FRESH
AND CAPTURE
IMAGINATION.
With technological advancements, new customer
behaviors and expectations and an always-on shopping
world, retailers have the unique opportunity to take a fresh
look at the landscape before them. Brands can connect
with customers in ways that are like nothing we’ve ever
experienced. The tools of the trade break down walls and
silos and even space and time.
We explore five areas we see as essential for a winning
brand ecosystem in the Near Future.

S E C T I O N

G U I D E

PURPOSE DRIVEN
BRANDS

SUBSCRIBERS
BECOME MEMBERS

ON-DEMAND
IMMERSION

EVOLUTION OF
PHYSICAL SPACES

Purpose has expanded its
meaning over the last year. The
brands that have a point of view
and truly live it will connect on a
deeper emotional level. We’ll
explore what purpose means for
retail.

Technological advancements have
broken down the concept of
space and time when it comes to
retail. We’ll explore how to create
memorable experiences with ondemand immersion.

Because of technological
advancements and consumer
expectations, business models are
shifting. And as they shift,
expectations grow. We’ll look at
how membership is the new way
forward.

In the Near Future, physical spaces
will play an evolved and critically
important role in retail. We’ll break
down the evolution of the physical
space in a post-channel world.

INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGIES

The opportunities in the future of retail,
including all diverse types of
touchpoints, are connected through
data and technology into an always /
everywhere-available service that’s
aware of context and intent and
meets the customer where they are.
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PEOPLE DON’T BUY WHAT YOU
DO, THEY BUY WHY YOU DO IT.
- SIMON SINEK
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In one of the most popular TED talks from 2009,
Simon Sinek proposed that people don’t buy
what you do, they buy why you do it. Over the 11
years since, this proposition has gained
widespread acceptance — and the past
decade has seen Purpose emerge as a
mainstream theme and organizing principle for
brands and businesses. Sinek used Apple as his
prime example of a company that sells its why
— challenging the status quo via beautiful
design and simple usability — instead of its
what, which is computers and digital devices.
And while Apple does advertise aggressively, its
ads overwhelmingly just let the striking beauty
and simplicity of the product speak for itself.
While centering the why has arguably been key
to the success of many of the most powerful
global brands — Nike, Coca-Cola, Apple and
many others — the Purpose movement takes
this further. Not limited to great brand
expression and campaign slogans, this trend is
about the transparent alignment of what
companies actually do and produce in the
world with cherished human values, deep
longings and solutions to urgent problems.
Whether it’s Patagonia on valuing nature and
solving climate change, Lululemon or Nike on
integrating athleticism into our daily lives,
Beyond Meat or Impossible Foods driving the
shift to plant-based foods, or any of the
countless CPG companies offering sustainable
household and personal care products —
transparently-articulated and demonstrably

P U R P O S E

D R I V E N

B R A N D S

fulfilled Purpose has joined Customer
Experience as one of the critically important
dimensions of the most successful brands. And
this will only increase in relevance in the coming
decade.
While it can take focused effort for a retailer to
uncover and define your brand’s authentic
purpose, this effort will unquestionably be
rewarded substantially by strategic clarity and
customer loyalty.

3X

PURPOSE-DRIVEN
COMPANIES

Witness higher market
share gains and grow
three times faster on
average than their
competitors, all while
achieving higher
workforce and customer
satisfaction.
– Deloitte
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SUBSCRIBERS OPT
INTO THE PRODUCTS
YOU SELL. MEMBERS
BUY INTO YOUR ‘WHY’
& THE LIFESTYLE YOU
CREATE.

M E M B E R S

Over the last ten years, relationships between
customers and retailers and brands have been
transforming. What used to be a transactional
relationship where each purchase was a new
decision has turned into a recurring
engagement model where decisions are being
reduced. These subscription models are crafted
around proactively replenishing product at
usage-based intervals to create a new value
exchange between the customer and the
brand. From a customer perspective, it provides
a seamless extension of the life of a product,
reducing the worry and decisions for
repurchase. From a brand perspective, the
value of predictable, recurring revenue creates
efficiency and stability throughout the
company and product supply chain. And, as
we’ve seen with the likes of Dollar Shave Club,
Apple and Amazon, increasing the market value
of the entire organization.
At their core, subscription models are solving a
basic problem for the customer – proactively
providing a product when and where the
customer needs it before the need arises.
However, the transaction, as invisible as it may
be, is extremely utilitarian. The customer as a
subscriber is opting into a product relationship,
not necessarily into the emotive brand narrative
that encompasses the organization. Increasing
the risk of defection.
As these subscription models become more
prevalent across many different industries, the
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competitive advantage of becoming the
default decision in a product category erodes
through continued commoditization and
increase customer expectations
Over the next three years, we’ll start to see the
subscription model evolve into something
greater. By learning from the recurring
relationships created through subscriptions,
we’ll see brands and retailers find new ways to
increase their position in the marketplace by
creating new value through vertical and
horizontal integration of products, services and
experiences – creating a holistic lifestyle,
beyond a single product, for customers to buy
into moving from a utility subscription to a
values-based membership.
Aligning the recurring revenue mentality, with
the customer desire for purpose and belonging,
brands can craft a holistic customer experience
– engaging their most valued customers on
multiple levels beyond a single or recurring
transaction.
For example, Apple was once a pure device
manufacturer. Now, they have created a
membership mentality with a single-sign on
and personalized service offerings for the
customer that go way beyond a simple device
purchase and into subscriptions, finance,
applications and more. This incremental value
has created a world where an Apple customer
is so ingrained with the ecosystem of the brand,
that leaving becomes a cost to their life and
lifestyle.

S U B S C R I B E R S

B E C O M E

Building a membership model for retail brands
doesn’t happen overnight. It’s a continued
iteration and obsession with creating value for
the customer. A great example of this is
Amazon Prime. When Prime started in 2005, it
was simply a subscription to 2-day shipping.
Once launched, Amazon was explicit in using
the data and insights of their customers to
continuously find new ways to offer value. Over
time, Prime added video, reading, music and
photos; increasingly faster shipping sometimes
as little as 2 hours; additional shopping
avenues with Pantry, Fresh and Wardrobe; as
well as a massive day of shopping and
discounts with Prime Day. They have also builtin rewards throughout the customer’s
interaction with the service. Each of these
elements of Prime have been iterated and
As customers continuously expect more from
the brands they do business with, the idea and
evolution of membership will play a more crucial
role for differentiation and success. Creating
that mindset now is key to future success.

M E M B E R S

BY 2023, 75 PERCENT
OF ORGANIZATIONS
SELLING DIRECT TO
CONSUMERS WILL
OFFER SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICES
- Gartner
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IMMERSIVE COMMERCE
DECREASES THE
IMPACT OF PHYSICAL
DISTANCE —BETWEEN
PEOPLE, PRODUCTS
AND PLACES.

“Immersive Commerce” has become a trending
term over the past year. The increasing
capability and usefulness of immersive
technology — primarily AR and VR — is the result
of decades of R&D up to this point. We are now
at a watershed moment in which billions of
people have handheld devices that can deliver
experiences that scratch the surface of the
digital-physical convergence that will dominate
technology trends for the coming decade.
In the context of retail and commerce, the most
valuable contribution of immersive technology
is decreasing the impact of physical distance —
between people, spaces and physical
products. More specifically, immersive
commerce lets us bring photorealistic 3D
representations of products into our physical
environments wherever we are — as well as
allowing us to project ourselves into similarly
realistic digital stores and virtual shopping
environments.
Bringing physical products into our physical
spaces via mobile AR makes it possible to
experience the size, shape, colors, configuration
of things like furniture, housewares, clothing,
works of art, strollers, and even cars. And since
this AR experience is both visually and 3dimensionally convincing, it’s close enough to
being with the product that purchaser
confidence increases dramatically, resulting in
far lower return rates — which of course has a
real economic impact on the business of the
product’s seller.
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While AR on our phones has been evolving for
years, immersive virtual showrooms are a
relatively new phenomenon — one that’s
gaining dramatically more interest in the
current era of lockdowns. As countless physical
stores have been closed by mandate or for
economic reasons, both retailers and shoppers
have been deprived of the primary place
they’ve always come together.
Sellers have suffered practically, from not being
able to interact with and assist shoppers in
person. Countless retailers whose in-store
experience is the foundation of their brands
have also suffered the loss of the emotional
and sensory satisfaction that the showroom
provides. And many shoppers that rely on
shopping for entertainment, socializing and the
fulfillment of a successful purchase now have a
deep, pent-up longing to be in their favorite
stores. So even in their early manifestations,
immersive platforms that enable shoppers to
feel like they’re in their favorite stores are
alleviating real pain for retailers and shoppers
alike.
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TECHNOLOGY AND
CUSTOMER DIGITAL
BEHAVIORS ARE
MAKING PHYSICAL
SPACES MORE HUMAN
– REACTING TO INPUTS,
EMOTIONS AND
ACTIONS.

S P A C E S

Over the past year, we’ve all experienced
significant shifts in the way we inhabit the
physical spaces that contextualize our daily
lives. Homes have become all-week offices,
while former office spaces often lie largely
empty or even let go by employers. And like
workplaces, the physical stores that remain are
being scrutinized much more closely, to ensure
that their value proposition justifies their cost.
Since we have near-ubiquitous connectivity
and fairly advanced co-presence technology
like video conferencing (Zoom, Teams) and early
immersive platforms (Spatial, Arthur), we’ve
discovered that many if not most of the daily
use cases for coming together in physical
space can be fulfilled digitally. And of course,
after over 20 years of ecommerce nearly
everyone is comfortable with ordering what we
need and want online and receiving it via rapid
delivery.
For all of the difficulty and hardship related to
our displacement from shared public spaces,
there are new realms of opportunity as well. The
trend of experiential retail was already well
established when the pandemic hit, so the
industry had a head start with the reinvention
of what the store can be. Many retailers added
coffee bars, live classes, Instagrammable
environments, performances, talks and other
types of gatherings as branded offerings that
served multiple purposes beyond shopping for
physical products. Some — like Bonobos in
apparel, IKEA and Home Depot in furniture and
WHAT'S NEXT: RETAIL |
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housewares — have evolved formats that
decouple the store from its traditional role of
supplying product for shoppers to take home,
and instead focus on product exploration and
trial along with guidance from expert store
associates.
The exciting news is that as the cost of space
remains relatively low for the foreseeable future,
we will see many new experimental formats and
innovative uses of physical space. The
possibilities inherent in the deconstruction of
retail commerce and its reconfiguration,
choose-your-own-adventure-style, into
unprecedented new forms will be
enthusiastically explored. New formats will
emerge that are increasingly aligned with what
we as humans naturally care about most. And
as the pandemic wanes, our pent-up longing to
be physically present with the people and
spaces we love will explode into the forefront,
driving this new wave of in-person retail.
How will we design and use physical spaces like
stores such that our spatial experience is
seamlessly interwoven with our all-day digital
interaction? Leading retail innovators like Nike,
Apple, Amazon Go and others are aggressively
integrating cameras, sensors, in-store location
awareness and algorithmically personalized
functionality to meld digital and physical
experience into holistic brand ecosystems —
and they are just scratching the surface of

E V O L U T I O N

O F

P H Y S I C A L

what we will see in the coming decade. We’re
enthusiastically looking forward to working with
our clients to envision and realize the leading
edge of this thrilling new wave of the digitalphysical convergence — with a sharp focus on
what matters most to both brands and
humanity.

S P A C E S

CLICK AND COLLECT,
CASHIERLESS
CHECKOUT,
CONTACTLESS PAYMENT,
AND DIGITAL SIGNAGE
WILL STREAMLINE INSTORE TRANSACTIONS.
INCREASED EMPHASIS
ON ATMOSPHERE AND
COMMUNITY-DRIVEN
EXPERIENCES WILL MAKE
RETAIL MORE INVITING.
- EMARKETER
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In this decade, each element of retail —
including many new and diverse types of
touchpoints — will be connected through data
and technology into an always-andeverywhere-available service ecosystem that’s
aware of context and intent and meets the
customer where they are.

TECHNOLOGY IN
THE SERVICE OF
SERVICE ENABLES
THE FUTURE OF
RETAIL.

The foundation of this transforming landscape
is the pervasive data and digital services that
enable the Near Future of retail. This ecosystem
of integrated technologies becomes the
conduit for identifying intent, creating context,
connecting channels and personalizing
experiences.
This can be seen in the evolving ubiquity of
both carts and fitting rooms. It used to be the
cart was something you filled when you
shopped in a store. Then it became where you
sent the items you like when you shopped
online. Each leading to its respective
transaction. Now the ‘cart’ is bridging the
physical and digital worlds - allowing
customers to shop online then transfer that
information to a physical store and vice versa shopping in store then transferring the decision
to the customer’s digital world for completion.
The fitting room is another element becoming
ubiquitous as digital and physical converge. As
we saw with the cart making this shift, some
retailers are allowing customers the ability to
prepare a physical fitting room from their digital
device (see the Nike Case Study below). And
trying on products via AR — from makeup and
glasses to sneakers and apparel — is becoming
a common at-home experience.

Moreover, the logistics explosion that has
brought us near-instant physical delivery
combined with the maturation of AR and VR
over the last decade means that the fitting
room experience can be anywhere and
anytime – wherever the customer is.
To establish a technology and data stack for
retail, we need to explore the key components
and how they integrate together to power
customer engagement channels across
physical, digital and immersive experiences —
and let go our assumptions about the
constraints of physical distance and space.
SERVICE DESIGN
By understanding and mapping out the entirety
of the customer experience, we can define and
illustrate how our components, channels,
content and elements come to life in each
scenario and customer use case. This approach
creates a visual supply chain of serviceoriented experiences that can be developed
within digital, physical and immersive
environments.
CUSTOMER DATA PLATFORM & DATA FLOW
Establishing a unified customer profile, usually in
the form of a Customer Data Platform (CDP),
builds the foundation to capture customer data
both passively through browsing actions and
actively through shopping actions — for
example, saving
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favorites, liking content, adding items to a cart
or completing a purchase transaction. These
action- and preference-based data points
provide retailers the insight to model signals
and triggers to create the best next experience
for the customer. Whether personalized
communications, transitioning items from an
ecommerce cart to a physical store or even
product recommendations based on past
purchases, the unified customer profile provides
the mechanism to capture, store and use
customer activity in new ways.
MICROSERVICES
As we’ve discussed, retail is becoming atomized
into components and suffused into the daily
lives of our customers – leading to business
model evolution that continuously raises the
bar for customer expectation while creating
more ways to fulfill the needs of our customers.
These components are built as microservices
with the ability to integrate across channels to
deliver key experiences and transactions that
are aware of the customer’s intent and context.
An example we previously discussed is Uber having the ability to provide the same
transportation value in their own app as they
do inside the Google Maps app. The service is
the same, but the microservice component
allows portability and interoperability of that
feature.

I N T E G R A T E D

T E C H N O L O G I E S

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE PLATFORM (DXP)
Distributing the microservice components
across the retail ecosystem creates the
foundational experience framework for the
customer. The actual personalized content and
interface elements are built and driven by a
Digital Experience Platform or DXP. These
platforms, such as Sitecore or Adobe, comprise
a combination of services that can deploy
content, user experience, interface design
elements and personalization to any type of
interactive touchpoint - in the physical, digital
or immersive worlds. Traditionally DXPs are
integrated with a CDP to deliver a robust
personalization engine to power key elements
of a retail ecosystem.

91% OF CONSUMERS

say they are more likely
to shop with brands that
provide offers and
recommendations that
are relevant to them.
- Accenture

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & MACHINE LEARNING
As customers flow through a brand’s retail
ecosystem, signals, triggers and behaviors are
captured that require advanced decisionmaking skills to determine the best next
experience for the customer. As we saw earlier,
in this decade artificial intelligence and
machine learning will play a crucial role in the
connectivity between touchpoints and the
holistic activation of a retail experience. Not
only will decisions and experiences become
smarter and more accurate, but the entire
experience will be algorithmically tailored to
each individual customer — maximizing the
value brands can provide across all the
moments and contexts of each customer’s
daily life.
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THE FUTURE OF RETAIL IS THIS:
THE SEAMLESS CONNECTION OF
DIVERSE TOUCHPOINTS INTO A
SERVICE ECOSYSTEM THAT’S
ALWAYS AWARE OF THE INTENT &
CONTEXT OF THE CUSTOMER —
TO MEET THEM WHERE THEY ARE.
- NEIL REDDING
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R E C A P

THE FUTURE OF RETAIL.

The next decade of retail will be focused on creating dynamic
experience ecosystems that meet each customer where they are
— intrinsically aware of the customer context and intent. From a
service perspective, we’ll get back to the basics and fulfill the
customer need or desire in the most seamless manner.
This evolution starts today, with a long-term vision and a Near
Future Framework.

PURPOSE DRIVEN
BRANDS

SUBSCRIBERS BECOME
MEMBERS

ON-DEMAND IMMERSION

EVOLUTION OF PHYSICAL
SPACES

Retailers that lead with Purpose across all
experiences and touchpoints connect on a
deeper level with their customers. Each
interaction has meaning and utility,
increasing the intrinsic value of shopping.

Shopping, product trial and try-ons
happen whenever the customer is ready.
Immersive technologies like AR and VR are
creating new ways to provide this service.

Moving from transaction to subscription to
membership requires evolved levels of
value for the customer. Members expect
lifestyle alignment and are drawn in by
your “why.”

INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGIES

The future of retail will be enabled by a
robust tech and data stack. Built with
modularity in mind, the retail experience
will be dynamically created by the
customer with their specific need, intent
and context.

Physical brick and mortar spaces are
increasingly integrated components of the
retail brand’s ecosystem – it’s no longer
sufficient to treat them as standalone
experiences.
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WHAT’S NEXT

A FUNCTIONAL ACTION PLAN TO SUCCEED
IN THE NEAR FUTURE

W H A T ’ S

N E X T :

A C T I O N

F R A M E W O R K

ACTION EXPRESSES
PRIORITIES.

STAGE 1

LEARN

Understand how your Retail
Brand Ecosystem maps to
what’s needed to win the Near
Future.

- MOHANDAS GANDHI

STAGE 2

The future of retail is now. While having a long-term
vision for your retail brand is great, taking immediate
and ongoing action is crucial for realizing that vision.
The Near Future Framework has been developed to give
you the tools to take action, regardless of where you
might be on your retail transformation journey.
Building the future of retail requires a specific plan of
action to understand what to do, strategize how to do it,
then deploy the elements and assets to bring it to life for
the customer.

STRATEGIZE

Identify the most powerful
ways to meet your customers
where they are with what they
want and need.

STAGE 3

DEPLOY +
ITERATE

Activate the Retail Brand
Ecosystem for your customers
to fulfill each of their needs on
their terms.
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F R A M E W O R K

STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

LEARN

STRATEGIZE

DEPLOY + ITERATE

Understand how your Retail Brand
Ecosystem maps to what’s needed to win
the Near Future.

Clarify the most powerful ways to meet
your customers where they are with what
they want and need.

Activate the Retail Brand Ecosystem for
your customers to fulfill each of their
needs on their terms.

BRAND PURPOSE +
POSITIONING

BRAND VALUE PROPOSITION +
CONTEXT

DIGITAL + PHYSICAL SERVICES

We revisit with you the why of your brand
and business, and use this clarity to focus
and energize the way it shows up in the
world via all of its touchpoints.

RETAIL ECOSYSTEM AUDIT

Clarify the critical elements of a
competitive Near Future brand
ecosystem; evaluate how your business
maps to these and where the
opportunities are.

360º VIEW OF CUSTOMER

We want your brand to meet your
customers where they are — which
means knowing and understanding them
deeply, and being there whenever you
can help. We start by learning who they
are.

BUSINESS & OPERATIONAL
MODEL

Establish the business and operational
elements of the Retail Brand Ecosystem,
from how revenue is generated to how
data is passed from channel to channel
and which partners to activate.

We look closely at what your business
does for your customer better than
anyone in its competitive landscape —
and then clearly define the value
proposition in terms of the customer’s
daily life.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
MAPPING

Clarify the moments in your customer’s
daily life and define the specific ways you
connect and fulfill on the needs and
desires of each one. We’ll challenge
assumptions about what’s possible and
leverage technologies and touchpoints
you may not have considered.

Build the digital and physical
infrastructure that responds to your
customer’s intent – and connect it all
together through customer data.

INTEGRATION + ENGAGEMENT

Deploy the tools that engage the
customer. Whether on-demand
immersive environments or portable
components, the interaction point needs
to fulfill your customer need and your
brand purpose.

OPTIMIZE + ITERATE

Continuously learn, test and optimize
your Retail Brand Ecosystem to best fulfill
your customer’s needs.

SUBSCRIBERS → MEMBERS

Our purpose-led, radically customerfocused ecosystem approach is the key
ingredient for creating enduring
customer relationships. We work with you
to define the mechanics.
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CASE STUDIES
AN EXPLORATION INTO BRANDS
DOING IT RIGHT

CASE STUDY

THE BEST OF
DIGITAL +
THE BEST OF
PHYSICAL.

The way we look at digital and in-store is not channel-by-channel, or one
channel helping the other. Instead, we architected the entire notion of why
someone with a phone in their pocket would walk into a store. We want to
have the best store experience where our most connected customers are,
whereas another company might look at the inverse — if people are
shopping in the app, they don’t need a store there. But we see our approach
as better serving our customers.
MICHAEL MARTIN
Global Head of Digital Products, Nike

Building a retail app that brings
customer context to interest and intent
together for a connected experience.
BRINGING VALUE TO THE CUSTOMER
BEFORE THE BRAND.

The Nike shopping app supports mobile, owned physical
retail and third-party retail in a seamless, brand forward
way. Giving the power to shop and buy to the customer
when they are ready.

© 2020 Copyright Icreon
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GOING FROM:
CUSTOMER →
SUBSCRIBER →
MEMBER.
Creating an ecosystem of engagement and
transaction that encompasses all digital and physical
spaces in the customer’s life.
A PERSONALIZED INTEGRATED EXPERIENCE.
Apple has made some smart decisions over the last few years to capitalize on the
transformation of experience. Building on the core of Apple’s business of device
manufacturing, Apple has built new services and subscriptions that engage
customers on their terms – making each interaction with Apple seamless and
expansive.
© 2020 Copyright Icreon
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REAL WORLD
IMMERSION.
ENDLESS
OPPORTUNITY.
Using AR & VR to create a real-life, shoppable
experience creates levels of engagement
traditionally only found post-purchase.
AN ALL-IMMERSIVE COMMERCE EXPERIENCE.
IKEA has become a leader in the immersive commerce world, by taking its
innate sense of style, customer empathy and sensibility and delivering it
virtually. Its VR experience puts customers in a customizable world of IKEA
at home, with the ability to change colors, textures, products and lighting
to match their own style. And the IKEA Place mobile AR app lets the
customer bring 3D photorealistic products into their physical home,
bridging the distance from the physical store. In both cases, imagination
becomes reality — anywhere.

© 2020 Copyright Icreon
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CASE STUDY

CAPITALIZING ON A ONCEIN-A-LIFETIME
EXPERIENCE FOR THE
NYC MARATHON
Innovating with digital commerce to expand
the runner’s experience in new, exciting ways.
MAXIMIZING THE VALUE FOR AND OF EACH RUNNER

The New York City Marathon may seem like a once-in-a-lifetime experience, however
there is opportunity in expanding that experience over time – before and after the
marathon.
NYRR took a retail mentality when creating their runner engagement strategy. By creating
virtual running programs for community development to an ecommerce engine across their
digital properties, NYRR captured new engagements and transactions with their runners
wherever they may be.
© 2020 Copyright Icreon
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LET’S GO.
WHAT TO DO NEXT.
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LET’S CREATE THE FUTURE OF
RETAIL TOGETHER.

There are many ways to get started on your retail transformation journey. Wherever you may be today, We are
here for you to help collaborate, create, guide or implement your retail transformation strategy. Together as Icreon
and Redding Futures, we are built to get you to ‘What’s Next’ first.

ASK US A QUESTION

Have a burning question about your retail
strategy? Send us an email.

360º CUSTOMER
DIAGNOSTIC

Understand who your customers are, how
they make decisions and what they expect
from brands like yours.

LET’S GET STARTED

LET’S HAVE A CHAT

Want to talk through a situation you’re
facing with an unbiased viewpoint? Drop
us a line.

RETAIL INNOVATION
PILOTS

Create and implement rapid retail pilots to
get in-market insight from real customers.

PAUL MISER
PAUL@ICREON.COM

RETAIL & EXPERIENCE
AUDIT

Get an in-depth view of the strength and
weaknesses of your current retail and
customer experience.

RETAIL TRANSFORMATION
STRATEGY
Create the future through a holistic
transformation strategy for your retail
experience.

NEIL REDDING
NEIL@REDDINGFUTURES.COM
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ABOUT ICREON

ABOUT REDDING FUTURES

Icreon is an advanced digital solutions agency - built for challengers
who need to get to 'What's Next', first. They help businesses define the
future of their customer experiences, then enable them through
technology engineering and the power of digital. These robust
experiences guide customers to, through and beyond a commerce
transaction and into a continuous and ongoing relationship with client
brands. Founded in 2000, Icreon has been helping businesses of all
sizes, from Fortune 500s and mid-markets, usher in a new age of digital
maturity resulting in more efficient and powerful brands.

Redding Futures is a boutique consultancy that enables brands and
businesses to engage powerfully with the Near Future.

Headquartered in New York City, Icreon’s global capabilities expand
across offices in Washington D.C., Philadelphia, New Dehli and Pune.
Companies such as David Zwirner, Sabon, Harry Winston, Jazz
Pharmaceuticals, New York Road Runners, Lincoln and more, partner
with Icreon to fulfill their digital and retail transformation needs.
With over 350 technology experts across engineering, digital strategy,
and user-experience design, Icreon is the preferred digital
transformation agency equipping growth-brands for the now and next.
Their Acceleration Studio is the innovation lab of Icreon that was built
to bring organizational speed to client projects to get to ‘What’s Next,’
now.

We do this by co-creating a clear vision of your brand’s digitalphysical ecosystem, and an action framework for getting there before a would-be disruptor gets there first. We call this the Near
Future Framework.
Based in New York City, Redding Futures brings a rare depth of
holistically integrated experience across software engineering,
technology strategy, brand narrative and expression, and digitalphysical experience design. The company has an extensive network of
specialist partners, and dynamically leverages deep and focused
expertise as needed to realize the outcomes required to win in the
competitive landscape of the coming decade.
Selected clients of Redding Futures leadership include Visa, Nike,
Cadillac, Macy’s, NBA, Verizon, TED, The Economist, MoMA, Converse,
Morgan Stanley, Apple, Oracle, Financial Times, and Fidelity
Investments.
www.ReddingFutures.com

www.Icreon.com
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NOTES & LINKS
https://www.ibm.com/thought-leadership/institute-business-value/report/ai-retail-consumer-products
https://www.pwc.in/industries/entertainment-and-media/global-entertainment-and-media-outlook-2018-2022.html
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/9dl9k9/global_mixed
https://www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages/virtual-and-augmented-reality-report.html
https://www.trendforce.com/presscenter/news/20200723-10401.html
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/executive-perspectives/annual-internet-report/white-paper-c11-741490.htm
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/services/consulting/library/consumer-intelligence-series/future-of-customer-experience.html
https://www.emarketer.com/newsroom/index.php/mobile-time-surpasses-tv-time-in-us/
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-future-of-retail-how-to-make-your-bricks-click
https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2020-10-08-gartner-identifies-top-five-areas-in-digital-commerce-that-covid-19-willchange
https://www.ey.com/en_us/consumer-products-retail/how-covid-19-could-change-consumer-behavior
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-insights/the-great-consumer-shift-ten-charts-that-show-how-usshopping-behavior-is-changing
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/topics/marketing-and-sales-operations/global-marketing-trends/2020/purpose-driven-companies.html
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/top-10-trends-in-digital-commerce/
https://www.emarketer.com/content/future-of-retail-2021
https://newsroom.accenture.com/news/widening-gap-between-consumer-expectations-and-reality-in-personalization-signals-warning-for-brandsaccenture-interactive-research-finds.htm
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LET’S GO.
THANK YOU

